Experimental plant communities develop phylogenetically overdispersed abundance distributions during assembly
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Abstract. The importance of competition between similar species in driving community assembly is much debated. Recently, phylogenetic patterns in species composition have been investigated to help resolve this question: phylogenetic clustering is taken to imply environmental filtering, and phylogenetic overdispersion to indicate limiting similarity between species. We used experimental plant communities with random species compositions and initially even abundance distributions to examine the development of phylogenetic pattern in species abundance distributions. Where composition was held constant by weeding, abundance distributions became overdispersed through time, but only in communities that contained distantly related clades, some with several species (i.e., a mix of closely and distantly related species). Phylogenetic pattern in composition therefore constrained the development of overdispersed abundance distributions, and this might indicate limiting similarity between close relatives and facilitation/complementarity between distant relatives. Comparing the phylogenetic patterns in these communities with those expected from the monoculture abundances of the constituent species revealed that interspecific competition caused the phylogenetic patterns. Opening experimental communities to colonization by all species in the species pool led to convergence in phylogenetic diversity. At convergence, communities were composed of several distantly related but species-rich clades and had overdispersed abundance distributions. This suggests that limiting similarity processes determine which species dominate a community but not which species occur in a community. Crucially, as our study was carried out in experimental communities, we could rule out local evolutionary or dispersal explanations for the patterns and identify ecological processes as the driving force, underlining the advantages of studying these processes in experimental communities. Our results show that phylogenetic relations between species provide a good guide to understanding community structure and add a new perspective to the evidence that niche complementarity is critical in driving community assembly.
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INTRODUCTION

A major question in ecology is what drives community assembly. There is still much debate about the relative importance of limiting similarity or environmental filtering, with analyses based on functional traits giving different results in natural communities (Stubbs and Wilson 2004, Thompson et al. 2010). The evolutionary history of species has long been used to understand community assembly (e.g., Darwin 1859) but has recently received increased attention (Webb et al. 2002, Cadotte et al. 2008, Cavender-Bares et al. 2009, Vamosi et al. 2009). Using phylogenetic relations between species to understand their interactions has the advantage that phylogey may integrate information on hard-to-measure traits, such as the co-evolved enemies shared between species, that would not be included in functional trait measures (Kraft and Ackerly 2010). Phylogenetic patterns in community composition can indicate the ecological processes underlying community assembly: phylogenetic overdispersion, where the species present are distantly related, is expected to arise from limiting similarity processes, which prevent
closely related species from coexisting (Pacala and Tilman 1994). Phylogenetically clustered compositions, where the species present are closely related, are often interpreted as being caused by environmental filtering on phylogenetically conserved species traits (Vamosi et al. 2009). However, competition could also cause this pattern if competitive ability itself is phylogenetically conserved (Mayfield and Levine 2010). Quantifying the importance of competition for driving phylogenetic patterns is therefore important for understanding the mechanisms behind them.

The vast majority of studies on phylogenetic pattern have examined the presence/absence of species in a community (composition) but not their local abundances (Hardy 2008, Vamosi et al. 2009), meaning they have ignored later stages of community assembly. However, the species that dominate a community may not be a random sample, with respect to their functional traits, of those present (Cornwell and Ackerly 2010), and different processes can determine which species become abundant vs. those that establish at a site (Cingolani et al. 2007). Other studies have shown that different phylogenetic patterns may be found when incorporating data on species occurrence frequency (Kembel 2009, Kraft and Ackerly 2010) or abundance (Hardy and Senterre 2007). Phylogenetic overdispersion may increase during succession (Webb et al. 2006, Letcher 2009) and some studies have shown a greater importance of environmental filtering in early successional communities (Helmus et al. 2010). Therefore species might shift their relative abundances during community assembly, so that the dominant species in a community become less closely related over time, i.e., abundance distributions become increasingly overdispersed.

Several studies have shown that the type of phylogenetic pattern found in a community depends on the phylogenetic scale: overdispersion should be more common in communities with close relatives present (Cavender-Bares et al. 2006, Swenson et al. 2006), where negative species interactions, i.e., competition, are expected to dominate (Burns and Strauss 2011). On the other hand, complementary (Cadotte et al. 2008, Gubsch et al. 2011) or facilitative (Valiente-Banuet and Verdu 2007) interactions may be more common between distantly related species. The presence of several distantly related clades in a community, each containing a number of species (a mix of closely and distantly related species), might therefore promote overdispersed abundance distributions. To test the influence of phylogenetic scale, the development of phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions could be compared between communities containing species compositions fixed at different phylogenetic diversities, with the prediction that species abundances would only become overdispersed in communities containing distantly related clades each with several species (see Fig. 1). This idea of an interaction between phylogenetic pattern in community composition and the phylogenetic pattern in abundance distribution that develops has not yet been tested.

Allowing artificial plant communities to reassemble has been shown to lead to convergence in functional, species (Pfisterer et al. 2004, Fukami et al. 2005, Petermann et al. 2010) and phylogenetic diversity (Cadotte and Strauss 2011). A recent study showed that the species that established in reassembling communities tended to be either closely or distantly related to the residents (Cadotte and Strauss 2011). Allowing reassembly in composition to occur alongside assembly of abundances allows us to test whether communities converge on phylogenetic compositions that result in phylogenetically overdispersed abundance distributions. If communities converge at overdispersed or clustered compositions there might be no phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions (Fig. 1a, b) because phylogenetically based environmental filtering/limiting similarity has already occurred, so the strength of species interactions are not correlated with the phylogenetic distance between them. Alternatively, random phylogenetic compositions might result in overdispersed abundance distributions if closely related species can co-occur within a community but cannot both reach high abundance (Fig. 1c).

Biodiversity experiments provide an ideal opportunity to test these ideas because they contain replicate plots with a range of species numbers and compositions, the latter determined by a random draw from a species pool. It is therefore possible to study the development of phylogenetic pattern as these communities reassemble, while excluding local evolutionary or dispersal explanations (Cavender-Bares et al. 2009), something previous observational studies could not do. Here, we examine the development of phylogenetic patterns in the Jena Experiment, a grassland biodiversity experiment in Germany that manipulated species richness and functional group composition (Roscher et al. 2004). We calculated changes in phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions for experimental communities over seven years, using a measure called abundance phylogenetic dispersion (APD; Hardy 2008), which quantifies whether the abundant species in a community are more or less closely related than the average. APD is a relative measure and is independent of phylogenetic pattern in composition, i.e., even communities composed of closely related species can in principle develop overdispersed abundance distributions.

We investigate changes in phylogenetic pattern in abundance distribution during two processes of community assembly or reassembly: first, using weeded communities with fixed species composition where phylogenetic pattern was only affected by changes in the relative abundances of species. Here we test for the interaction between phylogenetic pattern in species’ presence/absence and the phylogenetic pattern in abundance distribution that develops. We also calculate the importance of interspecific competition for the develop-
ment of phylogenetic pattern in abundance distribution by comparing the pattern expected for a community based on the abundance of its species in monoculture (i.e., without interspecific competition) with that observed in the presence of interspecific competition. Using monocultures to infer the importance of complementary species interactions is the basis of the additive-partitioning method (Loreau and Hector 2001) and here we use an analogous approach to look at the importance of species interactions in driving phylogenetic pattern. Second, we investigate changes in phylogenetic pattern during the reassembly of communities following colonization by species from a common species pool; here species composition changes alongside abundances. Using the unique opportunity of a wide range of different plant communities composed of a common species pool and situated at a homogeneous field site, we examine the following hypotheses:

1) Over time communities become overdispersed in abundance and this is driven by interspecific competition.

2) In fixed-composition communities, the phylogenetic pattern in composition will affect the development of overdispersion in abundance distributions (see also Fig. 1).

3) Functional, and at the same time phylogenetic, groups with strong complementary interactions with other species (here: legumes) promote overdispersion.
4) Allowing species composition to reassemble along with changes in abundance will result in convergence in phylogenetic diversity and overdispersion in abundance distributions.

**METHODS**

**The Jena Experiment**

The Jena Experiment (see Plate 1) has 78 large plots ($20 \times 20$ m) with 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 plant species, selected from a pool of 60 plant species. Plants belong to four functional groups (FG): grasses, legumes, small herbs, and tall herbs (Roscher et al. 2004). Number and presence of FGs was varied systematically, e.g., plots with four or more species could have 1, 2, 3, or 4 FGs. In addition, monocultures of each species were grown on $3.5 \times 3.5$ m plots. Plots were sown with 1000 seeds/m$^2$, equally divided among the species present and adjusted to species germination rates (Roscher et al. 2004). In this *fixed-composition experiment* species composition was held constant (except for extinctions) through biannual weeding in early April and July, when all species not sown into the plot initially were removed. Individual species-cover data were collected twice yearly, in spring and summer, on a subplot of $3 \times 3$ m. Biomass was harvested at the same time and sorted to species. For more details on sampling see Weigelt et al. (2010). For the main analyses here we use cover data from 2002–2009. Using cover means we estimate species abundances over a larger area than biomass sampling would have allowed, providing a better estimate of the abundance of less common species. For our calculations, we used only plots containing 4–16 species (46 plots) as it is not meaningful to calculate a phylogenetic pattern in the abundance of only one or two species.

We also investigated phylogenetic pattern in a *reassembly experiment* carried out in all 78 plots; monocultures and two-species plots were included because species numbers rapidly increased during reassembly (Roscher et al. 2009a). In this experiment, seeds of all 60 species were sown, in April 2005, at equal proportions and at a total density of 1000 viable seeds/m$^2$, into the existing vegetation in subplots of $2.00 \times 2.25$ m. Species not belonging to the species pool continued to be weeded out from July 2005. Cover estimations were made on the whole area of these subplots at the same time as in the large plots, using an identical protocol. Pre-2005 data came from two subplots of the same size weeded as the large plots (Roscher et al. 2009b).

**Phylogeny reconstruction**

We searched GenBank in March 2009 and again in June 2012 for four gene sequences commonly used in building angiosperm phylogenies (Benson et al. 1999). We used closely related congeners for 2 of the 60 species for which there were no available sequence data (see Fig. 2). Each species used for the phylogeny reconstruction had sequence data for at least one gene and we had data for *rbcl* (90% of species), *matk* (97% of species), 5.8s...
(75% of species), and *its*2 (92% of species), resulting in a total sequence length of 3581 base pairs. Sequences were individually aligned for each gene, separately per plant family, in MUSCLE (Edgar 2004). We used jModeltest (Posada and Crandall 1998) to test for models of DNA substitution for each gene separately, resulting in the selection of GTR + G.

We performed dated Bayesian reconstructions and estimates of divergence times using BEAST version 1.7.2 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007), with *Amborella trichopoda* and *Magnolia grandiflora* as outgroups. To obtain a dated molecular phylogeny we used six fossils: for the root of the tree (all angiosperms) and for the following groupings according to the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group tree (APG III 2009): Eudicots, Asterids, Rosids, Apiales and Fabaceae (Appendix A: Table A1). Parameters were estimated using two independent Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains, each run for 26 million generations, and sampled every 1000 generations. Analyses were partitioned across the two mitochondrial genes, but the same site model was used for the two nuclear genes. We used a relaxed molecular clock model allowing branch lengths to vary according to an uncorrelated lognormal distribution and

FIG. 2. Maximum clade-credibility phylogeny of the 60 species in the Jena Experiment. Different functional groups are differently colored: graminoids in green, legumes in yellow, small herbs in red, and tall herbs in blue. The 95% confidence intervals for node ages are shown. Congeneres were used for *Onobrychis viciifolia* (*O. montana*) and for *Pimpinella major* (*P. saxifraga*). Node support was high: 66% of nodes gave a posterior probability of 1, and a further 23% a posterior probability >0.97. Only seven nodes were less well supported, four in the Poaceae, plus the placement of *Bellis perennis* (0.64), *Rumex acetosa* (0.68), and the node between *Cardamine pratensis* and *Geranium pretense* (0.82).
a Yule speciation tree prior. Convergence and burn-in was assessed using Tracer version 1.5 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007), by inspection of parameter values and their associated likelihoods and by estimation of effective sample size (ESS) (ESS > 200 indicates convergence; Drummond et al. 2006). Tree files were combined using TreeAnnotator version 1.4.8 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007), with the first 10% of trees discarded as burn-in, in order to produce a posterior distribution of trees. Outgroups were removed from the trees and 10% of those in the posterior distribution (4680) were used in subsequent analyses.

Sown phylogenetic diversity

In order to test the interaction between phylogenetic pattern in composition and the development of phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions (Fig. 1), we calculated two measures of phylogenetic diversity based on the sown species composition of the plots in 2002. Mean pairwise distance (MPD) measures the mean phylogenetic distance between all pairs of species and is affected by the number of deeper splits in the phylogeny. Mean nearest neighbor distance (MNND) measures the mean distance between each species and its closest relative and measures dispersion at the tips of the phylogeny (Webb et al. 2002). Both were calculated using picante (Kembel et al. 2010) in R 2.10 (R Development Core Team 2010) for each plot using 4680 trees. In order to account for uncertainties in phylogenetic reconstruction, median as well as lower (25%) and upper (75%) quartile values were calculated.

Sown MPD and MNND were significantly positively correlated across communities; but several had high MPD and low MNND (Fig. 3a), indicating the presence of distantly related clades each with several species, i.e., a mix of close and distant relatives. MPD was unrelated to species richness, while MNND was lower in species-rich communities (Appendix C: Fig. C1). The correla-
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tions between sown phylogenetic and species diversity provide the motivation for fitting all factors in our models (see Statistical analysis, below): we always fitted sown MPD and MNND as explanatory variables, meaning they did not change over time and were not affected by any species losses.

Phylogenetic pattern based on species abundance distributions

We calculated phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions using APD (Hardy 2008), which quantifies the extent to which closely related species have similar abundance. For details on the calculation of this metric see Appendix B: Eqs. B.1 and B.2, or Hardy (2008). An APD <0 means overdispersed abundance distributions because it indicates that the most abundant species are more distantly related to each other than are the average pair of species. An APD >0 indicates clustered abundance distributions, meaning abundant species are closely related. As APD is a relative measure, even communities with low MPD can show overdispersed abundance.

For the fixed-composition and the reassembly experiments we calculated APD for all plots, years, and cover surveys, using 4680 trees, and median as well as lower (25%) and upper (75%) quartile values were obtained. The APD was calculated relative to MPD between all sown species in a plot. In order to test for significant phylogenetic pattern across plots we tested whether average APD significantly differed from 0; if average APD across plots did not significantly differ from 0 we considered them to have random phylogenetic structure in abundance.

Effect of interspecific competition on phylogenetic pattern

In order to test for the importance of interspecific competition in driving phylogenetic pattern, we used monoculture data to calculate a measure we call "D_{\text{diff}}^B"; for details on the calculation of this metric see Appendix B and Eq. B.3. The D_{\text{diff}}^B will be negative if the most abundant species in mixture are more phylogenetically distant from each other than are the most abundant species in monoculture, this would suggest that competition drives overdispersion in abundance. The D_{\text{diff}}^B will be positive if the most abundant species in mixture are more closely related than are the most abundant species in monoculture; this would indicate that interspecific competition results in phylogenetically clustered compositions.

Statistical analysis

To study effects of sown phylogenetic diversity, species richness and FG composition on change in phylogenetic pattern over time we used linear mixed-effects models fitted with the lme4 package in R (Bates and Sarkar 2007). The same model was used for data from the fixed-composition and the reassembly experiments. Models included a random effect for plot (46 plots in the fixed composition and 78 plots in the reassembly experiment) and a random effect for cover survey coded as a categorical factor (15 time points for the fixed composition and 6 time points for the reassembly experiment). Fixed effects were: time (continuous variable), sown species richness (log-transformed), sown MPD and sown MNND, FG composition (fitted as the presence/absence of each FG), and interactions between these terms (Appendix C: Tables C1 and C2). We simplified full models by removing nonsignificant terms and used likelihood-ratio tests to compare models with and without the term of interest (Crawley 2007). We tested for an effect of season by comparing a model with season and interactions between season, species richness, phylogenetic diversity, and FG composition (23 terms) with a model without any season terms (15 terms). In all cases the simpler model was preferred and seasonal effects are therefore not considered further. To test for a main effect of time we compared a model with a linear continuous term for time as the only fixed effect, with an intercept-only model. We analyzed the change in D_{\text{diff}}^B over time in mixed models with the same random effects as above and with fixed effects for time and interactions between time and sown species richness, sown MPD, and sown MNND.

To examine whether plots had random phylogenetic structure we fitted intercept-only models to test whether mean values across plots differed from 0. We did this for each time period (cover survey or biomass harvest) for APD values in the reassembly and fixed-composition and for D_{\text{diff}}^B in the fixed-composition experiment.

We repeated all analyses using APD, MPD, and MNND values from 25% or 75% quartiles to correct for phylogenetic uncertainty. This led to the same qualitative results.

Results

Phylogeny reconstruction

The phylogenetic reconstructions and the divergence time estimations converged in the same likelihood space and gave well-supported trees that agreed with the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (APG) III classification (APG III 2009) (see Fig. 2 for the maximum clade credibility tree).

Phylogenetic pattern in the fixed-composition experiment

Species had initially been sown at equal proportions, so at sowing APD (abundance phylogenetic dispersion) = 0. In the fixed-composition experiment, phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions changed over time ($\chi^2 = 24.0; P < 0.001$): communities had developed clustered abundance distributions by the first cover survey (2002, APD $= 0.09 \pm 0.03$ [mean $\pm$ SE]; $P < 0.01$) but after five years average APD was negative, i.e., abundant species were on average less closely related to each other than less abundant ones.
Phylogenetic pattern in species composition—sown MPD (mean pairwise distance) and sown MNND (mean nearest neighbor distance)—affected the development of phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions (Appendix C: Table C1). In order to visualize these effects, communities were divided into three groups: those sown with only close relatives (low MPD and MNND), those sown with distantly related but species-rich clades (a mix of close and distant relatives; low MNND but high MPD) and those sown without close relatives (high MPD and MNND) (Fig. 3a). In communities with only closely related species APD decreased over time ($\chi^2 = 8; P < 0.01$) but there was large variability between plots and they ended up with, on average, random phylogenetic structure in abundance distributions (Fig. 3b). In communities containing distantly related but species-rich clades, APD decreased over time ($\chi^2 = 33; P < 0.001$) and abundance distributions were overdispersed by the end of the time series (Fig. 3c). In communities with only distantly related species, APD did not change over time ($\chi^2 = 2.7; P = 0.09$) and phylogenetic pattern in abundance remained random (Fig. 3d).

Functional group composition affected the development of phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions as communities with legumes became more rapidly overdispersed (Appendix C: Table C1). There were also significant interactions between presence of grasses, small herbs, tall herbs and time (Appendix C: Table C1). Plots with small herbs had lower APD values at the beginning of the experiment but higher APD at the end. Plots with grasses and plots with tall herbs were less overdispersed at the end of the experiment. The functional composition, as well as the phylogenetic diversity, of the community therefore affected the degree of overdispersion. The species richness of the community had no effect on the development of phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions although species-rich plots were slightly less overdispersed (Appendix C: Table C1).

$D_{\text{fit}}^B$ (which compares the observed phylogenetic pattern in abundance distribution for a community with that expected based on the monoculture abundances of the species) decreased over time, which is what would be predicted if competition drove the increase in overdispersion ($\chi^2 = 24; P < 0.001$; Appendix B: Fig. B1). This pattern was strongest in the 16-species plots (sown richness clades, APD decreased over time (communities containing distantly related but species-rich clades (a mix of close and distant relatives; low MNND but high MPD) and those sown without close relatives (high MPD and MNND) (Fig. 3b). In communities containing distantly related but species-rich clades, APD decreased over time ($\chi^2 = 33; P < 0.001$) and abundance distributions were overdispersed by the end of the time series (Fig. 3c). In communities with only distantly related species, APD did not change over time ($\chi^2 = 2.7; P = 0.09$) and phylogenetic pattern in abundance remained random (Fig. 3d).

Phylogenetic pattern in the reassembly experiment

In the reassembly experiment, communities became, on average, clustered in the first two surveys after colonization (spring 2005, APD = 0.06; P = 0.01; and autumn 2005, APD = 0.04; P = 0.05) and overdispersed in abundance in spring 2006 (APD = −0.02; P = 0.02). In subsequent surveys plots were not significantly overdispersed on average; however this was due to a single former legume monoculture that became entirely dominated by grasses and therefore highly clustered in abundance relative to all species that could colonize the community (see Fig. 4a). Excluding this plot, communities were also overdispersed in autumn 2007 (APD = −0.02; P = 0.01). Calculating APD ignoring phylogenetic pattern in the colonizing species led to similar patterns, but there was stronger evidence for overdispersion from spring 2006 onward and weaker evidence for clustering immediately after colonization (see Appendix D: Fig. D1).

In the course of the experiment, communities converged in phylogenetic diversity. By spring 2007 the range of APD values had contracted (Fig. 4a). MPD and MNND converged more rapidly: at convergence MPD was higher but MNND was lower than mean sown values (Fig. 4b and c). Therefore species composition converged so that plots ended up containing distantly related but species-rich clades. The originally sown phylogenetic diversity of the communities affected the change in phylogenetic pattern immediately after colonization (Appendix C: Table C2). To explore this result, plots were classified as having sown (in 2002) MPD and MNND higher, lower, or in the range of 95% of values to which communities had converged by summer 2007 (Fig. 4b, c). MPD and MNND increased following colonization on plots with sown MPD or MNND lower than converged values and MPD and MNND decreased following colonization on plots with sown MPD and MNND higher than converged values. Classifying plots by sown MPD and MNND gave seven combinations but factor-level reduction (in a mixed model testing for differences in the slope of APD over time for these different categories) led to four categories, and change in phylogenetic pattern was then analyzed in these groups of communities separately. (1) Seven plots had been sown with only close relatives (sown MPD and MNND lower than converged values): here APD became strongly clustered after invasion and then decreased (time effect $\chi^2 = 8; P < 0.01$) (Fig. 4d). (2) Nineteen plots had been sown with some more distantly related species (sown MPD lower; sown MNND higher or in the range of converged values) and these became less clustered after invasion than the first set of plots, before APD decreased (time effect $\chi^2 = 9; P < 0.01$) (Fig. 4e). (3) Nineteen plots had been sown with distantly related but species-rich clades (MPD and MNND in the range of converged values) and here phylogenetic pattern was random after colonization and then decreased (time
FIG. 4. (a–c) Change in phylogenetic pattern in the reassembly experiment. Colonization was allowed from April 2005 (time = 40). Convergence, following colonization, in: (a) APD; (b) realized MPD (mean pairwise distance) [by summer 2007 95% of plots had MPD between 189 and 209 million years (Myr)]; and (c) realized MNND (mean nearest neighbor distance) [by summer 2007, 95% of plots had MNND between 47 and 97 Myr]. Each line in panels (a)–(c) represents one plot: different sown diversities are colored differently. (d–g) Mean change in APD following colonization for plots classified according to their sown MPD and MNND (in 2002) relative to 95% of the MPD and MNND values to which plots converged in summer 2007; sown values are therefore starting values and, realized phylogenetic diversity changed following colonization. Data are means ± SE; significance is at the 5% level. (d) Sown MPD < 189 Myr, and sown MNND < 47 Myr; (e) sown MPD < 189 Myr, and sown MNND > 47 Myr; (f) sown MPD > 189, and <209 Myr (sown MNND > 47 Myr); and (g) sown MPD > 209 Myr (sown MNND > 47 Myr). Open circles show plots with random phylogenetic structure (APD not significantly different from 0), and solid circles show those with significant phylogenetic structure (APD significantly different from 0). Note the y-axis scale in panels (d) and (e) is different from that in panels (f) and (g).
Development of overdispersion following colonization was also affected by sown species richness and functional group composition: in the first year overdispersion developed on 1-, 2- and 4-species communities, but 8- and 16-species communities became clustered (Appendix C: Table C2). Legume presence also promoted the development of overdispersion (Appendix C: Table C2).

**DISCUSSION**

*Change in phylogenetic pattern in communities with fixed species composition*

Phylogenetic overdispersion in abundance distributions developed in experimental communities with fixed species compositions, as predicted by our first hypothesis. The relative abundances of the species in these communities differed from the ones expected based on their performance in monoculture, and by the end of the time series the dominant species in mixture were less closely related to each other than expected based on their abundance in monoculture. This would suggest that interactions between species, perhaps limiting similarity and/or facilitation, drove the increase in phylogenetic overdispersion in abundance distributions. Environmental filtering has also been shown to cause overdispersion (Cavender-Bares et al. 2006), however this would be an unlikely explanation for our results given that by the end of the time series the abundant species in polyculture communities were more distantly related to each other than were the most abundant species in monoculture. If environmental filtering drove overdispersion then the same species should become abundant in monoculture. If mixtures because all experimental communities were grown in the same environment.

Several mechanisms may have caused the development of overdispersed abundances. Phylogenetically related species may have shared ecological niches, meaning that close relatives could not coexist at high abundance over time (Maherali and Klironomos 2007). Closely related species could share similar resource (Prinzinger 2001, Cahill et al. 2008) or pathogen niches (Gilbert and Webb 2007) and therefore compete more strongly with each other (Burns and Strauss 2011). More distantly related species, in contrast, may have had complementary or facilitative interactions, which is supported by the finding that fixed-composition plant communities with higher phylogenetic diversity produce more biomass (Cadotte et al. 2008). Previous work has shown an increase in species complementarity effects over time in biodiversity experiments (Cardinale et al. 2007, Marquard et al. 2009) and observational studies on succession have also shown an increase in overdispersion through time (Letcher 2009). The increase in overdispersion through time that we find, and the increasing phylogenetic diversity in mixtures vs. monocultures, indicates that limiting similarity became increasingly important as the communities assembled.

Not all communities became phylogenetically overdispersed: the development of overdispersed abundance distributions depended on the phylogenetic pattern in composition (hypothesis 2). Communities lacking close relatives did not develop overdispersed abundance distributions. These results support those of studies that have found a stronger pattern of overdispersion at small phylogenetic scales (Cavender-Bares et al. 2006, Swenson et al. 2006). Strong negative interactions may only occur between close relatives: for example, Gilbert and Webb (2007) found that the ability of the fungal pathogens of one plant species to attack another declined with phylogenetic distance between the plants, but the decline was steepest between the closest relatives. Competitive exclusion was also shown to occur more frequently and more rapidly between closely related protist species (Violle et al. 2011). In communities without close relatives present, phylogenetic distance between species may not have been a good predictor of their interactions.

Although communities without close relatives did not develop overdispersion, neither did communities composed of plants from only one family, i.e., pure grass or legume communities. These communities could in principle develop overdispersed abundance distributions because our measure of overdispersion was calculated relative to the composition of the community. There was also large variability between communities with only close relatives present, suggesting that some did develop overdispersed abundance distributions. In a microbial system functionally similar species had antagonistic interactions with each other, meaning that increasing the number of functionally similar species in a community reduced ecosystem function (Joussset et al. 2011). In our single-family communities, it is therefore conceivable that all interactions were competitive and this led to a large variability in phylogenetic pattern of abundance distributions. In communities that did develop overdispersion, positive interactions, either complementary or facilitative (Valiente-Banuet and Verdu 2007), among distantly related species may have been important. Perhaps only in communities with both close and distant relatives, where a mix of positive and negative interactions might be expected, could species abundances shift to reduce negative interactions between close relatives. Phylogenetic diversity effects were independent of species richness: the development of overdispersed abundance distributions was not affected by species number. Greater overdispersion in species-rich communities might be expected if there is greater complementarity in these communities (Marquard et al. 2009);
however our results show that phylogenetic diversity is more important than species richness in driving these patterns. More diverse plots did, however, develop a greater difference in phylogenetic diversity between mixture and monocultures.

Functional complementarity was probably an important mechanism underlying the development of phylogenetic overdispersion (hypothesis 3) because legume presence significantly increased overdispersion. There are two possible reasons why legumes increased overdispersion: (1) they can facilitate other species by increasing soil fertility (Temperton et al. 2007, Gubsch et al. 2011) and (2) they may be particularly sensitive to taxon-specific pathogen accumulation and/or phosphorus depletion (Roscher et al. 2011), preventing their dominance over time. However, complementarity between functional groups cannot be the only reason that phylogenetic overdispersion increases over time: after correcting for functional group presence in our statistical models, the development of overdispersion in abundance distributions still depended on sown phylogenetic diversity.

All experimental communities had phylogenetically random abundances when sown but differential recruitment and time needed for establishment (Heisse et al. 2007) led to clustered abundance distributions by the first cover survey. Traditionally, clustered patterns were thought to arise from environmental filtering on conserved species traits, and early successional or disturbed communities have been shown to be dominated by closely related species (Helmus et al. 2010) because regeneration traits are phylogenetically conserved (Burns and Strauss 2011). However by the first cover survey, the species that had become abundant in mixture were more closely related to each other than were the abundant species in monoculture. Interspecific competition may therefore have caused the increase in clustering at the beginning of the experiment (Mayfield and Levine 2010). To fully test this idea would require assessing phylogenetic signal in fitness or competitive ability measures for all species. An analysis of several commonly measured morphological and physiological traits showed that most had low phylogenetic signal (D. F. B. Flynn, E. Allan, T. Jenkins, C. Roscher, and B. Schmid, unpublished manuscript) but there were no direct measures of fitness traits. This suggests that phylogenetic distance quantifies variation in unmeasured traits. Consistent with increasing complementarity effects over time in the Jena Experiment (Marquard et al. 2009), our results suggest that only highly competitive species were able to persist initially, before niche differences became important in driving coexistence in later years.

**Change in phylogenetic pattern following colonization of new species**

Communities that were allowed to reassemble through colonization of new species also became overdispersed (hypothesis 4). Colonization of communities led to a convergence in phylogenetic diversity after three years, agreeing with some other recent results (Cadotte and Strauss 2011). Like Cadotte and Strauss (2011), we found that communities ended up with species-rich but distantly related clades. This suggests that community composition did not become phylogenetically overdispersed, although abundance did. This idea is further supported by the fact that overdispersion in abundance was as evident when it was calculated ignoring phylogenetic pattern in composition. Such results show the importance of looking at phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions because they imply that closely related species can co-occur in a community but cannot both reach high abundance.

The sown phylogenetic pattern in composition did affect the change in phylogenetic pattern in abundance distributions, following colonization. Communities originally sown with only closely related species developed clustered abundance distributions immediately after colonization. This was because resident species remained dominant in the first year and these were clustered relative to the colonizers, which were still at low abundance. In some of our colonized communities, those originally lacking close relatives, overdispersion in abundance distributions briefly increased above the level to which all communities later converged. This result suggests that processes other than limiting similarity may be important in determining the identity of the species in these communities. A balance between environmental-filtering and limiting-similarity processes or between competitive ability differences and niche differences (Mayfield and Levine 2010) may therefore have led to overdispersion at convergence being lower than the maximum possible.

**Conclusions**

We found evidence for the development of overdispersion in abundance distributions in our experimental grassland communities, and were able to show that this was driven by interspecific competition, which suggests that limiting similarity processes become increasingly apparent as these communities reassemble. If the composition of the community was held constant, the emergence of phylogenetic overdispersion in abundance distributions depended on the presence of species-rich but distantly related clades in the community. Interactions between both closely related and distantly related species may therefore have driven the emergence of overdispersed abundance distributions. Allowing composition to also reassemble resulted in convergence in phylogenetic diversity and in communities that were composed of several distantly related but species-rich clades and that had overdispersed abundance distributions. This suggests that limiting similarity processes determine which species dominate a community but not which species occur in a community. Crucially, as our study was carried out in experimental communities, we can rule out local evolutionary or dispersal explanations.
for these patterns and identify ecological processes as the driving force, underlining the advantages of studying these processes in experimental communities. Phylogenetic relations between species may provide a good guide to their interactions because they integrate information on hard-to-measure traits such as pathogens shared between species that would not be included in studies based on functional traits. Our results show the importance of considering phylogenetic relations between species to understand community structure, moreover, they add a new perspective to the evidence that niche complementarity is critical in driving community assembly.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Appendix A

A table presenting information about the angiosperm fossils used in the molecular phylogenetic tree calibration (Ecological Archives E094-038-A1).

Appendix B

Details on the calculation of APD and $D^B_{diff}$ and change in $D^B_{diff}$ over time in the fixed composition experiment (Ecological Archives E094-038-A2).

Appendix C

One table and two figures presenting the correlation between sown species richness and sown phylogenetic diversity plus the minimal adequate models for the analysis of the fixed composition and reassembly experiments (Ecological Archives E094-038-A3).

Appendix D

The effect of calculating APD in the reassembly experiment ignoring phylogenetic pattern in colonization (Ecological Archives E094-038-A4).